
Characters D6 / Darth Sidious - Sheev Palpatine - The Galactic Emperor (Human Sith Lord) {as of Return of the Jedi}

Name: Darth Sidious - Sheev Palpatine - The Galactic Emperor

Homeworld: Naboo

Born: 82 BBY, Naboo

Died: 4 ABY, Death Star II, Endor system

Species: Human (Naboo)

Gender: Male

Height: 1.73/1.78 meters

Mass: 75 kilograms

Hair color: White

Eye color: Yellow

Skin color: Pale

DEXTERITY 2D+1

        Blaster 4D+1

        Brawling Parry 6D

        Dodge 7D

        Lightsaber 13D

        Melee Combat 9D+2

        Melee Parry 9D+1

KNOWLEDGE 4D+1

        Alien species 10D

        Bureaucracy; Empire 12D

        Cultures 9D

        Intimidation 13D

        Languages 8D

        Law Enforcement; Empire 6D

        Military History 10D+2

        Planetary Systems: 7D

        Scholar: Archaic Library Systems 8D

        Scholar; Arcane Technologies 7D

        Scholar; Clone Vat Systems 7D+2

        Scholar; Dark Side Lore 11D

        Scholar; Jedi Lore 12D+1

        Scholar; Lightsaber Histories 12D

        Tactics; Fleets 10D

        Tactics; Ground Assault 5D

        Value 8D+1

        Willpower 10D

PERCEPTION 4D+1

        Bargain 10D



        Con 12D

        Command: 10D

        Command; imperial Forces 12D+1

        Hide 5D+2

        Investigation 7D

        Persuasion 11D

        Persuasion; Oration 13D+2

        Search 7D

STRENGTH 3D

        Brawling 8D

        Climbing/Jumping 9D+1

        Stamina 6D

        Swimming 5D

MECHANICAL 2D+2

        Astrogation: 8D

        Beast Riding: 7D

        Space Transports: 5D

        Starship Shields: 4D+2

        Repulsorlift Operation:5D

TECHNICAL 2D

        Computer Programming/Repair 5D

        Droid Programming/Repair 4D

        Lightsaber Repair 8D

        First Aid 6D

        Medicine: 4D

        Security 8D

Special Abilites:

Force Skills

        Control 13D

        Sense 15D

        Alter 14D

(Palpatine has spent decades studying the most arcane and esoteric jedi disciplines. It is believed that he

has mastered nearly all the known powers, previously unknown powers and devises new once at his

pleasure)

Force Sensitive: Yes

Force Points: 35

Dark Side Points: 43

Character Points: 60

Move: 10

Equipment: Lightsaber (5D Damage), dark robes, Comlink

Description: Darth Sidious, born Sheev Palpatine and also known simply as the Emperor, was a human



male Dark Lord of the Sith and Emperor of the Galactic Empire, ruling from 19 BBY to 4 ABY. Rising to

power in the Galactic Senate as the senator of Naboo, the secretive Sith Lord cultivated two identities,

Sidious and Palpatine, using both to further his political career and deceive his way into accomplishing

his goal. He orchestrated the fall of the Galactic Republic and the Jedi Order through the Clone Wars,

and then established his reign over the galaxy which lasted until his death at the Battle of Endor.

However, the dark side of the Force gave rise to powers which allowed the Emperor to return from the

grave.

Born on the Mid Rim planet Naboo in 82 BBY during the Republic Era, Sidious possessed a strong

connection to the Force, and was secretly trained in the ways of the Sith by Darth Plagueis. He

eventually betrayed and killed his Sith Master, in order to train his own Sith apprentice, Darth Maul, for

the Rule of Two limited their ranks to two Sith Lords at any given time. As a result of the Invasion of

Naboo, a crisis orchestrated by Sidious, the Senate elected Palpatine as Supreme Chancellor. The

Separatist Crisis and the Clone Wars were masterminded by Sidious and his new apprentice, Darth

Tyranus, in an effort to achieve galactic dominance. Following an attempt to arrest the chancellor, the

Great Jedi Purge commenced with Sidious enacting Order 66.

With the Jedi all but extinct, Sidious installed the New Order in the Republic's place, declaring himself

Galactic Emperor and bringing an end to millenia of democracy. Not too long after betraying and causing

the death of Tyranus, he took on a new apprentice, having lured the Jedi Knight Anakin Skywalker to the

dark side and transforming him into Darth Vader. Their reign was virtually unchallenged for a generation

until the formation of the Alliance to Restore the Republic. During the Galactic Civil War, the Emperor

sought to betray Vader, by replacing him with the latter's son, Luke Skywalker. However, Sidious' plan

backfired when Vader ultimately renounced the dark side and killed Sidious to protect Luke. Thus, with

the Sith's destruction, the Force was brought back into balance, fulfilling Anakin's destiny as the

prophesied Chosen One.

Personality and traits

Prior to the Galactic Empire, Darth Sidious was careful to put on a charade, presenting himself as a

grandfatherly gentleman and a servant of the public good. When in character, he often spoke of himself

with great modesty and maintained only as much luxury as was expected of someone of his stature.

However, Sidious was, in fact, a skilled manipulator and strategist, having orchestrated countless events

in the galaxy, from the Invasion of Naboo to the Clone Wars, while deceiving the Jedi, Senate, Republic,

and even the Separatists, with the sole aim of increasing his own power. Even when something occurred

that he did not initially plan for, the Sith Lord demonstrated that he was as adept at improvisation as he

was at plotting, continuing to play his long game—a smart game—for power. Sometimes he indugled in a

simple fantasty by imagining lighting the Senate Building aflame, which he enjoyed thinking about

because it would force everyone inside to run in panic while he watched. Still, he understood that fantasty

to be foolish and petty, knowing it would not bring about his plans. Almost as satisfysing to the Sith Lord

was watching the Senate grapple with the Clone Wars and his new political powers.

During the Republic Era, Sidious did not feel the need to hide in the lower levels of Coruscant, which he

developed a personal dislike of. Instead, he preferred to remain amongst those who thought they were

safe from the dark side. He would find the "weak points" of these places, ensuring the dark side took the



light's place where-ever it was fading. He only used the lower levels when he absolutely needed to

remain secret, such as whenever he needed to have a discreet discussion. Furthermore, he prefered to

speak to his pawns via hologram, knowing that his in person presence could be overwhelming to people

like Nute Gunray. He instead kept that advantage saved for whenever one of his "allies" was failing him.

In public, as Senator of Naboo, he portrayed himself in a perfect state of blandness, looking interested in

whatever was said nearby but never showing his true face. As Chancellor, he intended to drop his bland

deception, yet he would still keep his inner anger secret, waiting for the days to come to reveal that.

After his ascension to Galactic Emperor, he essentially dropped his public persona and started living as

Sidious full-time. Despite this, very few people other than Vader and some Royal Guard members knew

that the Emperor was a Sith, as he took great pains to hide his capabilities. Even Grand Moff Wilhuff

Tarkin, perhaps Sidious's most trusted servant besides Vader, only suspected that Sidious was a Sith.

Sidious also regarded Gallius Rax as a confidante and allowed Rax to address him as "Sheev." Freed

from having to portray his gentle alter-ego, Sidious allowed his true personality, one of great cruelty and

sadism, to occasionally shine through in ways that were obvious even to the most sycophantic of his

servants. This caused many of those who worked closely with him, such as Senator Orn Free Taa and

some of the Empire's intelligence chiefs, to greatly fear him. Sidious was also known to loath ostentation

and luxury.

Among Sidious' most effective traits was his deeply manipulative nature, manipulating and deceiving both

the Jedi and Separatists, seducing many parties with promises of power, prize, or even salvation to

further his agenda. He enjoyed the rush manipulating others to his will gave him. Even so, he was

annoyed by when his pawns, such as Nute Gunray, failed to understand the grand scope of his plans.

Nevertheless, he successfully manipulated the leaders of the Separatists and Darth Tyranus under the

pretense of a better future, coerced Anakin Skywalker into becoming Darth Vader by promising to save

his beloved, Padmé Amidala, attempted to sweet talk Bridger with being able to reunite with his

deceased parents by altering fate and also tried to push Luke Skywalker into murdering his father so they

could rule the galaxy together. While trying to steer Bridger, he displayed himself in his public personality

via hologram, showing himself as benign and polite. Once Bridger frustrated his plans, his true malignant

self was revealed as he had underestimated the boy's hatred for the Empire and devotion to the

Rebellion and new-found rebel family. Likewise, when Sidious tried to motivate Luke into killing his father

upon momentarily embracing the dark side of the Force, the young Skywalker desisted due to his

compassion for his father; his Jedi teachings.

Sidious saw his allies as pawns that he could use for his grand plan, and was more than willing to

dispose them if they no longer served a purpose. He kept his allies as long as they served his purpose,

but cut them loose when their purpose was over. He never actually cared for any one of his allies. He

betrayed countless allies, including Darth Plagueis, Maul, Dooku, the Separatist Council, and Vader. The

way he betrayed Dooku, not only showed that he never really cared for him, but also showed how he was

always one step ahead. While acknowledging to Vader that he was the ideal apprentice, that didn't stop

him from later trying to replace him with Luke. At the end of the day, Sidious was only out for himself.

He considered his manipulation to be a sharp knife that, when stabbed into another, took time for that

individual to notice, only realizing they had spread what he deemed to be the infection of his manipulation



when it was too late. Even if the way his manipulation spread surpised him, it always gave him joy.

Manipulation was ultimately his favorite way to grow his power. Sidious was known for being hypocritical

and arrogant; whilst he told Yoda that his arrogance had blinded him when the Jedi Master confronted

him, he had previously declared himself to be the Senate when Windu tried to arrest him. Even shortly

before his second death years later, Sidious declared himself to be all the Sith while trying to finish off

with his Jedi granddaughter.

After toppling the Republic and shedding his benevolent persona, Sidious essentially disappeared from

public life and left most of the day-to-day affairs of the Empire in the hands of the Imperial Ruling Council.

His absence did not go unnoticed by the citizenry of the Empire, and rumors began to circulate that the

Jedi assassination attempt had not only resulted in his disfigurement but in the death of the sanguine

politician that he had once been. In order to quash the gossip and rumor-mongering, the Ruling Council

took to dispatching skycar processions in Imperial Center in an effort to make it appear as though Sidious

still moved about in public.

From his secured position as Emperor, Sidious devoted most of his time to study and meditation, often in

the ancient Sith shrine situated beneath the Imperial Palace. Wishing to rule his Empire for eternity,

Sidious launched numerous inquiries into the topic of immortality. One of the most notorious of these was

Project Blackwing; an attempt to unlock the secrets of immortality through Sith alchemy, but the project

ended in failure. However, Sidious's true goal was ultimately to discover a way to use the dark side to

manipulate reality itself, and with that power, not only achieve what he termed "mere immortality" but

acquire the ability to reshape the galaxy and its people to his satisfaction. Whether or not Sidious made

any significant progress in obtaining this goal is not known however, as he would have needed Vader's

assistance to perform the sorts of rituals he had in mind. During the Imperial Era, Darth Sidious sought to

gain access to the World between Worlds in order to control time as well as the universe. Following his

first death, Sidious still sought ways to achieve immortality and the preservation of the Sith, as was seen

by his attempt to perform a ritual on his granddaughter Rey in order to transfer his spirit into her body,

which would allow Sidious to continue the Sith's legacy.

Although Sidious' reign saw a rise in alien prejudice across the Empire, with humans being the masters

of the galaxy while the other species were enslaved by the Empire, Sidious was more than willing to work

with aliens. During his rise to power alone, he relied on a number of them, such as the Separatist Council

whom he controlled during the Clone Wars, and his political right hand, the Chagrian Mass Amedda. In

addition, Sidious was trained by a Muun, Darth Plagueis, and his first apprentice was a Zabrak, Darth

Maul.

To those who had been at his nonexistent mercy, Sidious was known to be exceptionally sadistic, and he

often took visible pleasure in torturing others. He was similarly quite bloodthirsty as well, and frequently

reveled in combat to the point of laughing while he fought or killed. He was also noted for his lack of

forgiveness, as even Darth Vader, who was well known for summarily executing officers who failed him,

considered Sidious to be even less clement than himself. According to Sosha Soruna, the reason Sidious

left his homeworld of Naboo relatively untouched during his reign was because he enjoyed tormenting

the populace with the fact that he could destroy the serene beauty of the planet at anytime. In spite of his

exceptional mastery of the dark arts, he was no less susceptible to fear, one of the primary emotions of



the dark side, than any other Sith: after being attacked by a powerful Force push from Yoda, he displayed

visible panic, attempted to flee rather than fight, and only confronted his opponent when he appeared to

have no other choice. Despite this, his passion to inflict pain on others and his hate were a priority to him

over his own well-being: while he could have used his own powers to save himself from Darth Vader

during the Battle of Endor, Sidious' hate was so strong that his only thought was to harm Vader as his

apprentice carried him to his first death.

Unlike Darth Vader, his more conservative apprentice, Sidious believed that progress was in no way

contrary to the ways of the Sith. When Vader was presented to the cyborgs created by Doctor Cylo, he

denounced them as abominations and heresy to the ways of the Force. However, Sidious claimed that he

was merely an apprentice and was meant to learn what he knew and that Sidious was meant to discover

what there was to teach. He also dismissed Vader's hatred of technological superiority by replying that

everything was of the Force.

Sidious saw the fall of the Galactic Empire as a necessary consequence of his demise; he believed that

the Empire had failed to protect its Emperor, despite the vast military at its disposal, and was therefore

undeserving of a future without him. In his view, the military had committed negligence and should

therefore be sacrificed as penance. Using a game of Shah-tezh as an illustration, Sidious believed that

the sole purpose for the Empire's existence was to protect his own life and well-being. He believed that

the Empire was a failure if it failed to ensure the survival of its Emperor. Even before the formation of the

Empire, Sidious had prepared for this fate by formulating a contingency plan. The Contingency involved

luring the Empire to the barren Inner Rim planet Jakku and detonating the planet's core. The explosion

would destroy both the planet and the orbiting Imperial and enemy fleets, an outcome which Sidious

regarded as retribution for the Empire's failures. The key to the Contingency was the Jakku Observatory,

which concealed a borehole that penetrated the planet's core, and Counselor to the Empire Gallius Rax.

Decades after his death, however, Supreme Leader Snoke discovered that the Contingency planned for

the Empire's rebirth, secretly constructing shipyards and laboratories in the Unknown Regions in pursuit

of this goal.

Following his demise on Endor and resurrection, in spite of his physical frailness, Sidious' mind was

sharper than ever before. Upon realizing that the Jakku scavenger Rey was his granddaughter, Sidious

manipulated Kylo Ren into bringing the young woman to him in order to steal her body as a new host.

While he tried to sway Rey to his side by claiming that he cared for her, Rey saw through his ruse; by

sensing his thoughts, she realized that his motives were fixated purely on his own preservation, indicating

that there was no good in it and what was left was pure evil. When it became clear that Rey would not

submit to his ritual, Sidious unleashed his fury, trying to kill both her and a redeemed Ben Solo. Even

after experiencing death, Sidious's beliefs and way of being remained largely unchanged; his sole

overriding ambitions were the attainment of unlimited power, a grand empire under his legacy and the

perpetuation of a Sith Order embodied through him. He would go to any lengths to realize these goals,

including harm his own progeny.

Sidious was a human male who stood at 1.73 to 1.78 meters and weighed 75 kilograms. Before his

disfigurement, he was a slim man sporting wavy hair, a prominent nose, blue eyes, and a narrow face. By

the Invasion of Naboo, his red hair was graying, and it had turned entirely silver ten years later. As he



became more embroiled in his plot to control the galaxy, the strain of leading a double life began to show

in his face. After his duel with Windu, Sidious' visage was heavily disfigured and withered, with deathly

pale, wrinkled skin, flesh sagging from his bulging forehead and around his piercing yellow eyes. Serving

as a reminder of his own weakness and mortality, as well as the price that he paid for power according to

Luke Skywalker, the change further fueled his hatred of the Jedi. His voice was altered to a degree as

well, becoming deeper and taking on an edge that many found to be sinister. Tarkin, however, was of the

opinion that Sidious's voice merely sounded strained when compared to that of his pre-war persona.

For most of his reign, the Emperor remained away from public view and crafted holograms or idealized

portraiture that depicted him in his prime, as he was in the last years of the Galactic Republic. Even so,

as the reign of the Empire solidified, the citizenry of the galaxy largely forgot the name of "Palpatine," and

the man was known simply as "the Emperor." When he was discovered on Exegol, Sidious, inhabiting a

clone body, appeared to be in a putrid and decaying state. His face appeared similar to what it was prior

to his original body's disfigurement, but his skin was more pallid than it was before the transfer, his eyes

were white, his lips were blackened, and his fingers had begun to rot away, exposing the bone

underneath. Upon draining Rey and Ben Solo of their life energy to restore his own, his appearance more

closely resembled what he looked like before his first death.

Powers and abilities

Force powers

As a Sith Lord, Darth Sidious possessed a very powerful connection to Force that allowed to using

various Force powers that were beyond the abilities of the most powerful Jedi Masters. For this he was to

be one of most powerful Force-users in galactic history. Among the abilities Sidious would use was Force

lightning, which he used as both as a deadly attack and as a means of torture. On several occasions on

Ryloth, he utilized blasts of Force lightning powerful enough to not have only killed the lyleks on contact,

but also badly charred and scorched their carapaces, which were tough enough to repel heavy blaster

fire. On another occasion, he used the ability to damage a Twi'lek freighter's engines badly enough to pull

it out of the sky with telekinesis. Sidious could use Force lightning in a number of ways, including striking

multiple enemies at once, with the bolts jumping from one victim to the other, like a chain and imbuing the

ground around a victim's feet with energy, effectively electrocuting them. His Force lightning's raw power

was demonstrated to be far greater than that of Dooku's; while Yoda was able to effortlessly absorb and

deflect Dooku's lightning, he was only able to partially deflect Sidious's. Another more obscure ability that

he possessed was the power to produce a Dark Aura, a miniature storm of malevolent Force energy that

slowed the movement of and tortured all that it caught within its radius. The maximum potential of

Sidious's Force lightning, however, was achieved before his final death on Exegol; when restored back to

his former self, Sidious unleashed an immense wave of Force lightning towards the sky which rapidly

expanded enough to disable all the ships of the Resistance.

He was also highly skilled with telekinesis; during his duel with Yoda, during which the two were equally

matched, Sidious levitated several Senate pods simultaneously, including the one he was standing on,

with great dexterity and accuracy. Likewise, he was skilled enough with telekinesis that he was also able

to remove Luke Skywalker's handcuffs while barely having to lift even a finger when they met face to face

on the second Death Star. Sidious was capable of unleashing a Force push strong enough to easily send

Maul and Opress flying and he was able to keep them pinned with little effort. He later effortlessly



slammed Maul into the ground and walls, badly wounding him. Sidious was also highly skilled with Force

choke. When he arrived on Mandalore, he was effortlessly able to telekinetically throttle two

Mandalorians to death at once and used this power on two others while standing on the other side of the

room that they were in. He was even able to use his abilities on a target from hundreds of light years

away, using only a holo-transmission to show him his target, allowing him to telekinetically choke and

pick up Count Dooku and open the handcuffs of Bridger while projecting himself to their respective

locations through the use of a hologram.

Among Darth Sidious's most powerful abilities wad being able foresee the future, an ability which allowed

him to plan for nearly any contingency. He believed that, with enough time and practice, he would

eventually have been able to use the dark side to view the future with infallible accuracy.

The Dark Lord also was proficient in Sith magic, as he was able to cast a Dark illusion on Yoda using a

ritual that applied Balc speech incantations and managed to access the World between Worlds using an

unknown ritual. He was also capable of using Sith magic to generate a blue fiery energy, which he used

to attack Ezra Bridger and Ahsoka Tano, that he could use both as a weapon and a tool in order to bind

and draw someone closer, as it did with Bridger; the energy wrapping around his leg and becoming akin

to a tangible rope as well as knowledge of the ancient Sith tongue, ur-Kittât. The Dark Lord was also

adept in the use of Force Persuade to such an extent that he was able to take complete control of a

subject's mind and force them to obey his commands.

Likewise, Sidious was also capable of using Dark Absorption. He was also capable of telepathically

communicating with Darth Vader over a distance of hundreds of light-years. It appeared, however, as

though this ability may have been limited to sending and receiving relatively simple messages such as

Vader requesting that a starfighter be shipped to him, as the two Sith Lords communicated through

holoprojections while discussing more complex matters. Sidious also had a remarkably keen ability to

sense the thoughts and feelings of others, including those of incredibly powerful Force adepts such as

Darth Vader and Luke Skywalker. On a related note, he was also capable of hiding his own thoughts and

feelings from even such individuals as Yoda, and managed to conceal his true dark nature from the entire

Jedi Council for decades before deliberately revealing himself. Sidious also used Force Dash and could

move as fast as a "lightning strike". He had the ability to drain the life force of other Force-sensitives such

as Ben Solo and Rey, a dyad that he overpowered in the Force despite the physically weakened state of

his cloned body. After restoring his strength with the dyad's energy, Sidious demonstrated his proficiency

in telekinesis by lifting Solo and throwing him into a chasm.

Lightsaber skills

Darth Sidious was a highly skilled swordsman, having been well trained in the art of lightsaber combat by

his master Darth Plagueis. Although he favored his power in the dark side as his principle form of attack

instead of his lightsabers, Sidious attested that only a few individuals were able to survive against his skill

with the blade. He had an extremely aggressive, rage-fueled dueling style and augmented his swordplay

by using Force-enhanced speed, which allowed him to kill three experienced Jedi Masters at once within

seconds. He utilized a violently ferocious yet extremely fluid fighting style during his fight with Maul and

Savage Opress, holding off the Sith brothers on equal grounds and ultimately separating them by

stunning Maul for a brief time with the Force before toying with and killing Opress. His style was a



combination of brutal aggression, extreme speed, and lethal precision. Kit Fisto, a Jedi Master who

specialized in combat, was unprepared for the ferocity of Sidious' attack and consequently cut down by

the Sith's lightsaber.

Sidious was able to fight alone against multiple opponents at once, such as the brothers Maul and

Opress, as well as several members of the Jedi High Council. Being proficient in the style of Jar'Kai, he

wielded two lightsabers during an intense duel in which he killed Opress and disarmed Maul. While

skilled in dual-wielding lightsabers, Sidious was also adept with a single blade which he used against four

Jedi Masters, and later Grand Master Yoda. Upon revealing his true identity to the Jedi, Sidious

dispatched three Jedi Masters with haste, killing Agen Kolar and Saesee Tiin with a single blow each,

before striking down Kit Fisto only moments later. Unlike the Jedi who fell to Sidious' blade, Mace Windu

was able to fight the Dark Lord of the Sith on equal grounds for an extended period of time before

ultimately disarming Sidious of his weapon with a kick to the Sith Lord's face. The duel between Sidious

and Yoda, both of whom were masters of the Force, was an intense battle in which the Dark Lord

ultimately prevailed, albeit with the use of his Force powers rather than a lightsaber.

During a sparring match, Sidious was able to quickly overpower his apprentice Darth Vader and knock

Vader's lightsaber out of his hand without much effort. He was also skilled in blaster deflection, able to

easily deflect every single blaster shot aimed at him when he fought on Ryloth.

Equipment

During the Naboo Crisis, Sidious wore an elaborate blue cloak. As Supreme Chancellor, he wore golden

robes with a velvet overcloak in the days surronding the Battle of Geonosis and a dark crimson gigot-

sleaved robe in the final days of the Clone Wars. As he rose to power he wore cloaks more infitting with

Sith traditions, although without lessening his taste in lavish and comfortable fabrics. When declaring

himself Emperor, Sidious wore a red robe patterned with emblems reminiscent of the serpents of the

planet Moraband. As Galactic Emperor, he later wore a black zeyd cloth robe with a hood to hide his

disfigured face. He used two identical lightsabers. 
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